Non-Destructive
Industrial 3D X-Ray CT Scanner

NAOMCi-CT

With its CT technology used in the medical and dental fields, RF has developed a new concept CT system at 1/5 the price of conventional CT, at the faster speed. It visualizes internal structure and conditions, without destroying only one or the actual object. Everyone can easily perform internal inspection on the spot very quick and easily.

Compact Scan
$29,500 CT

3D 45 sec. Quick View
- Scan in 16 sec. & Display in 45 sec.
- Rotates 360°, Approx. 400 Images
- Cross Section Slices with Freely 3D Slide View

NEW!!

Larger Scan
$39,500 CT

3D 110 sec. Quick View
- Scan in 16 sec. & Display in 110 sec.
- Rotates 360°, Approx. 400 Images
- Cross Section Slices with Freely 3D Slide View

At additional $10,000

$39,500 CT Scan Area
Larger Scans Available.

$29,500 CT Scan Area

*Shipping fee not included.